
Signs 
&

Elements



Meet the team and their banners.
Imagine the symbol for a sign as a flag, a banner that let’s everyone know what side a house or planet is on? The forthright Aries, or maybe 
diplomatic Libra?
Here are the signs, their symbol, technically called a glyph, and some of their qualities, if you get a little lost, think about the thing that 
represents the sign’s 
energy? Leo is lions, Taurus is the bull and so on. . . .

A

Aries
The Ram
Element is Fire
Keywords: active, initiator, assertive, argumentative, impatient.

B

Taurus
The Bull
Element is Earth

Keywords: stubborn, methodical, dependable, sensual, stable.



C
Gemini
The Twins
Element is Air

Keywords: talkative, sociable, witty, adaptable, 
changeable.

D
Cancer
The Crab
Element is Water

Keywords: emotional, nurturing, gentle, home-
loving, defensive

E
Leo
The Lion
Element is Fire

Keywords: creative, dramatic, fiery, proud, 
majestic, big-hair!

F
Virgo
The Virgin
Element is Earth

Keywords: fussy, analytical, critical, conscientious, organised

G
Libra
The Scales
Element is Air

Keywords: balance, fair, diplomatic, indecisive, respectful, 
artistic

H
Scorpio
The Scorpion
Element is Water

Keywords: secretive, intense, determined, focused, passionate



I
Sagittarius
The Centaur/Archer
Element is Fire

Keywords: optimistic, restless, honest, outspoken, adventurer

J
Capricorn
The Goat/Sea-Goat
Element is Earth

Keywords; responsible, traditional, control, conservative, wise

K
Aquarius
The Water Bearer
Element is Air

Keywords: Individual, unique, eccentric, cool, detached, 
humanitarian

L
Pisces
The Fish
Element is Water

Keywords: sensitive, tender, dreamer, 
compassionate, spiritual

https://cafeastrology.com/articles/signsofthezodiac.html
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Elements within the signs - colouring in 
the wheel

You can colour around each sign on the
wheel using a colour representing each
element, starting with Aries A, (use your
legend to find it) in red and then Taurus
in Green, Gemini in yellow and Cancer in
blue. Then continue all the way round
using the same order. This gives you
three sections of each colour.

FIRE
Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius

EARTH
Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn

AIR
Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius

WATER
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces





FIRE is perhaps the most ancient
symbol of divinity. Fire is a living
principle of duality, providing light
and heat to aid humankind, while at
the same time being a force of
death and destruction. The ancients
believed that fire could lie hidden in
a piece of wood. By rubbing two
pieces together the fire could often
be coaxed from the wood. It’s also
in you when you get ‘fired up’ by a
creative project, get angry with
someone who isn’t listening, it’s
fire, in the form of desire. It’s, Aries,
Leo, and Sagittarius.

EARTH is the element of form, binding 
and manifestation. The element of earth 
is the lowest in vibratory rate of the four 
elements, you’re standing on it. It’s 
practical and steady, it supports and 
allows for growth. It’s about health, 
wealth and wellbeing. When someone is 
very earthy, they can sometimes be 
described as being stubborn, immovable 
or, perhaps, caught up in making money 
at the expense of everything and 
everyone one around them. It’s also 
about food and cuddles – we just can’t 
do without it! It’s Taurus, Virgo, and 
Capricorn.



AIR is commonly associated with 
mental activity, communication and 
chatting. It’s the element that governs 
the thought patterns you produce and 
the images you create in life. We have 
all heard that every thought is a thing; 
that thing would be carried in the 
wind. Someone who is talkative, could 
be termed as being air, but airy-fairy is 
something completely different! 
Someone who lives eternally in their 
head will not come down to earth too 
often, not recommended for practical 
matters. It’s Gemini, Libra, and 
Aquarius.

WATER is an element associated 
with emotions. Think about tears, 
they come when we get emotional. 
It’s also deceptively strong; water 
will always win, even against rock it 
will gently carve its way through 
and get to where it wants to be. 
Water, your emotions, is a very 
powerful force and when you listen 
to them they can guide you using 
water’s biggest tool: your intuition. 
This is the land of your 
subconscious mind, it’s Cancer, 
Scorpio, and Pisces.


